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The Steaming Pile

Emos
Human tailbone
Wisdom teeth

CS majors
Impotence

Female Moustaches
Wugs

Excessively large noses
Friendly chipmunks

Rabies
Swine Flu

Premature Ejaculation
The pedophilic gene

Twilight Fans
Furries

Illegal Immigrants
Lemmings

Hitler Complex
Hannah Montana

Warlocks
Wile E Coyote

Vampires
Identical Twins

The Need to Poop

Straight from you-know-where!

NMU grads
Blondes

Sorostitutes
Nose hair

Hairy backs
Creepers

The Y Chromosome
Triple D’s

Neck beards
Vericose veins
Carpal Tunnel
Pigeon toes

Hobos
Alcohol poisoning

Potheads
Ear wax

Male nipples
Moobs

Near/far sightedness
Stupidity

Menstruation
Insomnia

The process of puberty
Refractory period

Things Natural Selection Should Weed Out

CE Major Hacks Mastering 
Physics, Unlocks Hard Mode

By Simon  Mused ~ Daily Bull

ON THURSDAY, OCTOBER 15, 2009, 
what once was thought impossible 
was achieved. A CE major, who 
shall be named Steve for reasons 
of academic dishonesty, managed 
to somehow hack his way directly 
into the very heart of the beast 
named Mastering Physics. 
This program has been 
the bane of many 
University Phys-
ics I students 
w h o s w  A’ s 
quickly slipped 
thru their fingers 
upon the ump-
teenth wrong 
answer to Ques-
tion 4 of the Chap-
ter 12 assignment. 

While sif ting through files with 
all the pre-recorded answers to 
every problem he needed to 
solve this week, he found under 
the “DO NOT OPEN” folder a very 
mysterious plug-in setting. The .dll 
was surrounded by multiple unrec-
ognizable file types whose icons 
appeared to look like ancient runes 
of a long-forgotten tongue. Once 
he selected the plug-in to read its 
properties and double-clicked the 
Hell-spawn icon, he soon found 
out that he unlocked the Mastering 
Physics Hard difficulty mode. Or 
rather … awakened.
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The problems found in hard mode 
were unlike anything Steve had 
seen before. He was being tested 
on concepts unknown to mankind, 
with free body diagrams the likes 
of which could not exist in our re-
ality.  The unified Theory of Every-

thing was the main topic of a 
mysterious Chapter √-1, 

whose yellow help 
boxes laughed 
at his feeble at-
tempts at trying 
to get the right 
answer. 

Wrong answers 
were met with 

insulting comments 
of Steve’s intelligence 

and his mother ’s body 
mass index. The insults got so 
severe that the program soon in-
cluded his mother in a few gravity 
equations, along with force equa-
tions involving the velocity of cake 
being “shoveled by the heap loads 
into her abysmal gullet.” 

Acceleration in the fourth dimen-
sion was being represented in 
such a way that his computer 
blue screened three times before 
he entered safe mode to skip the 
problem, only to find that his safe 
mode has been replaced with 

A DEMONSTRATION OF IRAN’S ADVANCED WHEEL TECHNOLOGY HAS SPARKED FEARS ACROSS 
the Western world, where many fear it could be used in future terrorist 
weaponry.  According to expert testimony, the circular device could 
be used to transport goods to markets, schoolchildren in buses, or 
potentially deadly boulders out of mines.

The wheel, spotted last week using ultra-high resolution American 
spy satellites, was determined to be “nearly of the modern world’s 
standards for roundness and rollability.”  With twelve equally spaced 
spokes, the two wheels, connected to a simple ox cart via an iron axle, 
hauled upwards of 500 pounds of stone, many times more than could 
be hauled with skids or by hand.  Tensions in the Western world are 
understandably high.

“It’s not everyday we see technology on this scale in the developing 
world,” explains Swedish war advisor Ajax Phillips.  “What would hap-

Iranian Wheel Demonstration 
Sparks Fears

By Nathan ‘Invincible’ Miller ~ Daily Bull
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Oh em gee. What happened
to the Bull?!

...see F = ma HAX on back

...see Wheels on the bus go BOOM BOOM BOOM on back



“Hard mode.”  His computer was 
immediately torn asunder by every 
computer virus known to PC, Macs, 
and some operating systems yet to 
be coded, where the fine particles 
of plastic and silicon blew away 
with the wind.

After cleaning up the dust that 
remained of his computer, he 
decided to stay away from his 
main computer and boot up his 
laptop. Unfortunately, he found 
that not only had his personal 
username and password become 
bound by Hard mode - changed 
to “Cockmongler” and “bonorizer,” 
respectively - but so had accounts 
all over campus. 

The effects have been disastrous 
and disheartening. “I was finally do-
ing pretty well at mastering physics 
after a few weeks of working with 
it,” says Bryne Judy. “But then once 
I saw hard mode I pretty much shit 

pen if these wheels were to fall into the hands of terrorists?  They could 
easily adapt these wheels to transporting catapults or other weapons 
of mass destruction.  There’s no telling how many millions are being 
threatened by Iran’s wheel program.”

Historical records show that almost every country that has developed 
the wheel has gone on to invent tanks, flamethrowers, TNT, drag racers, 
or have invaded another country and practiced widespread genocide.  
This has led officials in a number of countries to voice their concerns 
over the intended direction of this new threat.  Military history expert 
Alex Normand describes one such situation.

“We’ve all seen what happens when a not-so-friendly nation claims their 
new discoveries are in the name of bettering people’s lives and for 
peaceful purposes.  Look at the North Koreans.  One minute they’ve in-
vented the trowel to help plant their rice paddies, and the next they’ve 
gone and stockpiled enough nerve gas to kill everybody in Japan.  
You’ve gotta nip these things in the bud before they get too advanced 
and start down that road.  Wait too long and it might be too late.”

As a precautionary measure, the wheels were destroyed with Hellfire 
missiles launched from a pair of unmanned Predator Drones.  The CIA 
then moved in and cleared any remaining evidence during a 45-min-
ute bombardment from their Abrams tanks.  147 civilians were killed, a 
school destroyed, and 8 weddings disrupted, but according to official 
government statements, “was completely necessary to protect the free-
dom of people around the globe.”

a brick.” While bricks were being 
shat all over campus, Pearson has 
taken measures to correct the 
wrongdoing. 

The textbook company is offi-
cially staying quiet over the matter, 
though insider information tells the 
Daily Bull that the programming 
for Hard mode came form a dis-
gruntled laid-off employee, who 
was also a voodoo priest in the 
High-court of Beelzebub. 

As of right now, Hard mode is 
steadily losing footing thanks to the 
emergency powers granted to elite 
IT professionals who are also high 
level clerics and paladins wielding 
holy USB drives, with each boot 
being another strike at the beast’s 
heart. Steve is now waiting on a 
decision on his pending expulsion 
for academic dishonesty and ex-
communication from the Catholic 
Church for demon-summoning.

...Wheels on the bus go BOOM BOOM BOOM from front...F = ma HAX from front

AS MANY OF YOU ARE AWARE, THIS MON-
day there was an escaped convict 
on the loose in Houghton County.  
What you didn’t hear of was the 
valiant effort put up by the Valiants 
of Knight House to defend our 
campus from the engaging crimi-
nal. The story began on Monday 
afternoon, when John Walter Wil-
son escaped from being on work 
duty in Painesdale. From there au-
thorities are unclear.

Many speculations come into mind 
as to how he got from Painesdale 
to Houghton. It is speculated that 
he ran through the woods, wres-
tled a bear, killed a deer, ate a dog, 
molested a cat, and stole a small 
child from an Outland home. The 
child was later found where she 
attested that she was fine, after a 
nice man gave her some candy to 
use her GPS on her iPhone. Upon 
arriving at Houghton, he immedi-

ately headed straight for the West 
Wadsworth Wing. This is where 
the opposition really rained down 
upon him.

Knight House’s own residents 
gathered up all the Nerf guns 
they could find and set up an am-
bush. At approximately 6:40 PM, 
the man showed up in the Wads 
back parking lot, after which the 
first shot was fired. A round from 
a long shot hit him squarely in the 
left arm. He looked around fran-
tically thinking he’d been shot, 
when from the windows pointed 
many guns. 

He ducked behind a car as the 
Knights poured out their ammuni-
tion onto the criminal.  Stopped 
in his tracks momentarily, he soon 
began to advance. Sadly, the 
Knights failed to remember to time 
their reloads, giving him a good 

10 seconds of which he could 
advance. It was not long before 
he was at the bursting through 
Wadsworth door, with free reign 
and access of the stairwells.  He 
immediately sought his revenge.

Therein lay his demise.  The pre-
vious firing had been a trap, and 
as he entered the darkened hall 
of West Wads, 6 well placed 
shots hit him in the groin. Sud-
denly, someone from the orange 
kitchenette threw Sheila the Knight 
House boat maiden, used to keep 
them afloat during the cardboard 
boat race, straight into his crotch.  
Downed in pain, his chances of 
having progeny were now ended. 
With the leftover duct tape, the 
man was swiftly tied up.  When 
the police arrived on the scene, 
they had only one thing to say: 
“Knight house, you have done a 
fine job.”

Knight House Gallants Defend Houghton By Jon ‘Big-O’ Mahan 
~ Daily Bull ~
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Liz Fujita

UPDATED SCORE

Runaway David Olson
Simon : 1

Sunshine : -1
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our paper and toner costs.
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WHAT HAVE WE DONE?! The Bull! I can’t read it! It’s... it’s... VERTICAL! 
PLEASE feel free to email us at bull@mtu.edu with comments, con-

cerns, suggestions, death threats, or if you just want to tear us a new one.


